Introduction
In examining the television interaction order and the relationship between on-screen interactions and the off-screen perceptions of security of audiences and policymakers, the role of drama and documentary is particularly interesting. Woven into the schedules alongside news, these formats present renderings of many of the security salient events constituting news in recent years. Entertainment, as a cultural genre, is not antithetical to politics, 1 despite Postman's (1986) concern that we are Amusing Ourselves to Death (or to political stupidity). Elizabeth van Zoonen (2005) argues that entertainment can provide a context for viewers to contemplate their role as citizens and their political engagement; that entertainment can thereby make citizenship pleasurable (cf. Livingstone, 2005) . Our audience analysis reveals the manner in which television viewers understand 'actual' events through analogy to television fictions. Some interviewees suggested they enjoyed being provoked to think 'deeper' about events by documentaries such as Panorama and the films of Michael Moore. If, as we argue in Chapter 8, citizens' perspectives emerge from the interaction of their political, media, and experiential discursive realities, then drama and documentary are a part of anyone's media discursive reality. This chapter features a comparative analysis, examining how drama and documentary remediate (critically or uncritically) actual security events present in news.
24 and Spooks offer alternative renderings of state-led domestic counter-terrorism efforts before and after 9/11, including policy matters such as 'jihadi' terrorists, rogue states, uncertain politicians, and frightened citizens. Each deals with political controversies such as the security-liberty balance and torture. Though each has a distinct televisual style, representing in different ways a situated network of characters interacting at speed, both dramas use split screen, captions, maps, and other devices we see in television news to present local, national, and global insecurities, as well as remediating 'real' television footage from parallel events. The inescapably national renderings of security issues -24's America versus Spooks' Britain -offer alternative perspectives akin to their parent companies' news channels, Fox versus BBC. But our focus in this chapter is primarily on how each render a 'picture' of security issues and catastrophic events within a time/space network or interaction order. Our particular interest is in how these entertainments might create insecurity for audiences. The methods by which anxiety and fear are created in or dissipated by drama may tell us something about the relationship between television news and cultural levels of fear and anxiety.
We argue that dramas such as 24 and Spooks prioritise immediacy and excitement over comprehension or reflection, and may serve to reinforce certain assumptions about terrorist threats. By contrast, we also study two controversial documentaries aired on British television since the 2003 Iraq war. The Power of Nightmares, a series of three documentaries aired on BBC2 in 2004 and repeated in 2005, represented an unusually high-profile challenge to the assumptions of the politico-media discourses of the War on Terror. In fact the series drew together various academic arguments (e.g. Kepel, 2004) to present a perspective that seemed to contradict prevailing media and government discourses to such an extent that the broadcast of its promotional trailers were suspended owing to the killing of the British hostage Kenneth Bigley (Beckett, 2004) . By contesting the 'reality' of threats faced from terrorism, the documentary stood in lonely opposition to the inflation and amplification of threat by officials and media in the post-9/11 period. We finally turn to a Dispatches documentary, 'Iraq: The Hidden Story', another televised essay that argues that life in Iraq is simply impossible to report because it is too dangerous for journalists to operate. This again challenges and perhaps undermines television news coverage and official pronouncements on conditions in Iraq.
Drama: 24 and Spooks
It is noteworthy that as political and military situations change, so do the concepts and metaphors used to describe them. The transition from a Cold War state-dominated world order to a more globalised era of
